
Plastic collection will start in all areas of Sumida Ward in April 2024

The new way to dispose of plastic

Plastic collection schedule

Notice from Sumida City
（Sumida Sanitation Department, Sumida City Resource and Environment Bureau）

Inquiries General inquiries about collection
Matters related to collection and sorting

Please refer to the table below for the schedule of plastic collection, also known as "plastic days," starting in April 2024.

From April 2024







⦿Major questions and answers about the plastic separation

Ｑ１ Do I need to remove the price tags and other stickers?

Ａ１ It can throw away without taking stickers off. If a sticker is easy to remove, please 
remove it before disposing of the item.

Ａ２ The use of detergents and large amounts water will adversely affect the environment. 
If the stain is severe, please dispose the garbage as the conventional flammable waste 
just as usual.

Ｑ４ Why isn't it collected on the regular recyclable days?

Ａ４ It has decided to establish a new plastic collection day. This decision judged by the 
general judgement after evaluating the available space at the collection points and 
other discharge locations, as well as the quality of plastics collected for recycling 
(with no mixing of other materials).

Ｑ５ In a large apartment buildings, the residents put the trash in small bags, and that 
the apartment caretaker collects the small bags and packs them into a large bag for 
disposing. In this case, is this considered the double bagging?

Ａ５ The apartment caretaker can allow to combine small bags of garbage from 
residents and pack them into larger bags for disposal. Please do not use the 
double bagging if you dispose a garbage from your home.

*In addition to the following, the questions and answers are on the Sumida City website. 
Please click here to access➡

Should heavily soiled plastic be washed with detergent before being 
disposed of as a natural resource?

Ｑ２

Why aren't the plastic bottles collected on the plastic day?Ｑ３

Ａ３ The plastic bottles are independent from other plastic resources and undergo a 
separate recycling process. It can recycle to a high standard and makes an exception 
of the plastic resources. Please dispose them on the plastic bottles days as usual. 
Please dispose them on the plastic bottles days as usual.

Ｑ６ Are there plans to hold an information session for city residents before the full-scale 
implementation?

Ａ５ Information sessions for city residents will take place at various locations from late 
January to early March 2024. Once the details of information decide, it will share on 
the city website and will district a published newsletter in January 2024. (Accessible 
via the code above)


